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In this paper, it is shown that the equations of the displacement discontinuity method
(DDM) for solving 3-D crack problems are exactly the same as the equations of the bound-
ary element method (BEM) based on the boundary integral equation (BIE). Therefore, many
of the results in the BEM research can be applied directly to the DDM, such as the results of
analytical integration and fast solution methods, due to this equivalence or connection. A
couple of examples are presented to show the accuracy of the DDM or the BEM with con-
stant triangular elements in solving 3-D problems, when the analytical integration results
are applied. It is concluded that the DDM can be applied to solve more complicated 3-D
crack problems, such as interaction of multiple cracks and cracks with curved surfaces,
with high accuracy and efficiency if the techniques available in the BEM are adopted.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The displacement discontinuity method (DDM) was proposed by Crouch in 1976 [1,2] for modeling cracks in elastic
solids. Since then, many improvements and extensions of the DDM has been made (see, e.g., Refs. [3–12]). The DDM has been
applied in many engineering fields, especially in rock mechanics [13], mining and petroleum engineering, including in mod-
eling hydraulic fractures (e.g., [14–16]). In the original DDM, the displacement discontinuity across the two surfaces of a
crack are assumed to be constant on line segments (for 2-D models) or area elements (for 3-D models) representing the
crack. Displacement and stress fields in the cracked domain are related to the displacement discontinuities on the line seg-
ments or area elements by use of the elasticity solutions due to a point force or dislocation and the principle of superposition.
A linear system of equations is formed directly that can be used to solve for the unknown displacement discontinuities on
the crack surfaces. The method is easy to implement and accurate when the number of the line segments or area elements is
sufficiently large [14,15]. To improve the accuracy of the DDM, higher-order representations of the displacement disconti-
nuities can be applied [3,14,15]. However, there are still some unsettled questions with the DDM, especially for the 3-D
cases. For example, numerical integration is still applied in the 3-D DDM for some of the integrals, even when constant ele-
ments are used [12]. Rectangular shaped elements are still used in modeling cracks with curved boundaries (e.g., a penny-
shaped crack) that can only be represented by zigzagged boundaries [16]. In addition, the fast solution methods have only
been applied to the 2-D DDM (e.g., [17–19]).
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The boundary element method (BEM) based on the elasticity boundary integral equation (BIE) [20] has been applied in
solving crack problems for more than three decades [21–29]. There are many different approaches in the BEM for solving
crack problems, including the multidomain BEM [24] using only the displacement (singular) BIE, BEM using the traction
(hypersingular) BIE [25–34], or BEM using dual BIE formulations with various combinations of the displacement and traction
BIEs [35–37]. With analytical integration for calculating the integrals in the BEM, accurate BEM results of the crack opening
displacement (COD) and stress intensity factor (SIF) can be obtained with even constant elements [38–45]. With the help of
the fast multiple method (FMM) [46–49] and the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) [50,51], large-scale BEM models with
up to thousands of cracks or cracks in complicated mechanical parts can be solved successfully [39–41,52–55]. More com-
prehensive reviews of the BEM for solving crack problems can be found in Refs. [23,27,28,56].

There seem to be some connections and also some disconnections between the DDM and BEM research work. Both meth-
ods use the solution due to a point force or dislocation, the principle of superposition, and unknowns only on the boundary.
Therefore, it is natural for researchers to link the two methods. In the literature, the DDM has been called a special indirect
BEM, or similar to the direct BEM, or a third method based on physical arguments (e.g., [3,8,9,13–15]). Meanwhile, the
research results regarding analytical integration, use of isoparametric elements with arbitrary triangular or quadrilateral
shapes, and fast solution methods (FMM, ACA and others) used widely in the BEM are still not fully recognized in the
DDM research. What is not clear, and also the reason of this work, is that the DDM can be shown to be equivalent to the
BEM for solving crack problems. That is, the DDM not only can be called a BEM, but also is a subset of the BEM. Therefore,
all the research results in the BEM can be, and should be, applied in the DDM to solve more complicated and large-scale crack
problems.

Hong and Chen provided perhaps the earliest linkage between the 2-D DDM and BEM equations (see Refs. [25,57] for
details). Linkov and Mogilevskaya [58,59] also noted that the DDM is equivalent to the BIE for 2-D crack problems and
for 3-D cases [43,60]. Liu and Li [61] recently provided the direct proof of the equivalence of the 2-D DDM and BEM equa-
tions. They started with the traction BIE for a one-surface crack model, applied constant line elements and analytical inte-
gration results. They showed explicitly that the resulting BEM equations are exactly the same equations as given in the 2-D
DDM [1]. In a recent comprehensive review article [62], Mogilevskaya also provided the proof of the equivalence of the 2-D
DDM and BEM equations. However, to the author’s best knowledge, no proof has been given in the literature to show that the
3-D DDM and BEM equations are identical for solving 3-D crack problems.

In this paper, it is shown explicitly that the discretization of the direct BIEs for a crack in a 3-D infinite elastic domain
using constant elements will yield exactly the same equations as in the original 3-D DDM. Therefore, the DDM is indeed
a BEM. With this connection, many of the results in the BEM can be applied to the DDM readily and many of the remaining
issues with the DDM are in fact non-exist, such as analytical integration results, use of isoparametric elements, and fast solu-
tion methods. Even the DDM formulations can be simplified and the DDM equations can be written in a more compact form.

2. Equivalence of the DDM and BEM equations for 3-D crack problems

Consider a crack in a 3-D infinite elastic domain V (Fig. 1). The crack originally has two surfaces, S+ (bottom surface) and
S� (top surface). In the DDM (and the BEM in this study), only one surface S (=S+) is used to represent the crack. The crack area
is first assumed to be flat and its surface S is aligned with the 012 (oxy) plane (Fig. 1) in a local coordinate system 0123 (oxyz).
For arbitrarily oriented and shaped cracks, additional transformations in the equations are needed for the DDM. However,
there are no such assumptions and transformations needed in the BEM formulation.

Under the above mentioned conditions, the starting DDM equations for 3-D cases [2,6,12] can be written as follows (nota-
tion in Ref. [12] is used here):
u1ðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1�mÞ ½2ð1� mÞI3 � zI11�D1 � zI12D2 � ½ð1� 2mÞI1 þ zI13�D3f g;

u2ðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1�mÞ �zI12D1 þ ½2ð1� mÞI3 � zI22�D2 � ½ð1� 2mÞI2 þ zI23�D3f g;

u3ðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1�mÞ ½ð1� 2mÞI1 � zI13�D1 þ ½ð1� 2mÞI2 � zI23�D2 þ ½2ð1� mÞI3 � zI33�D3f g;

8>><
>>: ð1Þ
and
r11ðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ f½2I13 � zI111�D1 þ ½2mI23 � zI112�D2 þ ½2mI33 � ð1� 2mÞI11 � zI113�D3g;

r22ðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ ½2mI13 � zI122�D1 þ ½2I23 � zI222�D2 þ ½2mI33 � ð1� 2mÞI22 � zI223�D3f g;

r33ðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ �zI133D1 � zI233D2 þ ½I33 � zI333�D3f g;

r12ðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ ½ð1� mÞI23 � zI112�D1 þ ½ð1� mÞI13 � zI122�D2 � ½ð1� 2mÞI12 þ zI123�D3f g;

r13ðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ ½ð1� mÞI33 � mI11 � zI113�D1 � ½mI12 þ zI123�D2 � zI133D3f g;

r23ðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ �½mI12 þ zI123�D1 þ ½ð1� mÞI33 � mI22 � zI223�D2 � zI233D3f g;

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ
where ui and rij (with i, j = 1, 2, 3) are the displacement and stress components, respectively, at point x inside the domain, l
is the shear modulus, m is Poisson’s ratio, z is the third coordinate of point x (z ¼ x3), and Di is the displacement discontinuity
on the crack surface S. To be consistent with the notation in DDM (Ref. [12]), the displacement discontinuity Di is defined as
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Fig. 1. A crack in an infinite 3-D elastic medium.
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DiðyÞ ¼ uiðy1; y2;0þÞ � uiðy1; y2;0�Þ:

With this definition, D1 is negativewhen the crack is pulled open (mode I case). The key functions denoted by I’s in expres-

sions (1) and (2) are given by
I ¼ IðxÞ ¼
Z

A

1
rðx; yÞ dAðyÞ;

Ii ¼ @I
@xi

; Iij ¼ @2 I
@xi@xj

; Iijk ¼ @3 I
@xi@xj@xk

;

8><
>: ð3Þ
where r is the distance between x (xi, inside the domain) and y (yi, on the crack surface) and A is a typical contributing area
on the crack surface S. It will be shown later on that Eqs. (1) and (2) can be written in more compact tensor forms.

In the DDM, the displacement and stress values are obtained by summing the contributions from each small area A (or
element) on the crack surface S using Eqs. (1) and (2). To determine the unknown constant displacement discontinuity Di on
each small area A, the stress equations in (2) are applied on the crack surfaces where tractions are given, while the displace-
ment equations in (1) are applied on surfaces where displacements are given. Details about the implementation of the DDM
for 3-D crack problems can be found in the recent paper in Ref. [12].

To apply the BEM to solve the same crack problem shown in Fig. 1, we start with the following representation integral for
the displacement field [20,29,49,63–65], assuming we still have two separate surfaces for the crack:
uiðxÞ ¼
Z
Sþ[S�

½Uijðx; yÞtjðyÞ � Tijðx; yÞujðyÞ�dSðyÞ; 8x 2 V ; ð4Þ
where x and y are called the source point and field point, respectively; ui and ti are the displacement and traction field,
respectively; and Uij and Tij are the displacement and traction kernels in the Kelvin’s solution, respectively [49].

The corresponding representation integral for the stress rij or traction is [29,49,63–65]:
rijðxÞnjðxÞ ¼
Z
Sþ[S�

½Kijðx; yÞtjðyÞ � Hijðx; yÞujðyÞ�dSðyÞ; 8x 2 V ; ð5Þ
where Kij and Hij are two new kernels in the Kelvin’s solution [49]. For completeness, we list the expressions for the kernels
(U, T, K and H) in the 3-D case in the following [49]:
Uijðx; yÞ ¼ 1
16plð1� mÞr ½ð3� 4mÞdij þ r;ir;j�; ð6Þ

Tijðx; yÞ ¼ � 1
8pð1� mÞr2

@r
@n

½ð1� 2mÞdij þ 3r;ir;j� � ð1� 2mÞðr;inj � r;jniÞ
� �

; ð7Þ

Kijðx; yÞ ¼ 1
8pð1� mÞr2 ½ð1� 2mÞðdijr;k þ djkr;i � dikr;jÞ þ 3r;ir;jr;k�nkðxÞ; ð8Þ

Hijðx; yÞ ¼ l
4pð1� mÞr3 3

@r
@n

½ð1� 2mÞdikr;j þ mðdijr;k þ djkr;iÞ � 5r;ir;jr;k� þ 3mðnir;jr;k þ nkr;ir;jÞ
�

� 1� 4mÞdiknj þ ð1� 2mÞð3njr;ir;k þ dijnk þ djkniÞ
� �

nkðxÞ; ð9Þ

in which r is the distance between source point x and field point y, ð Þ;i ¼ @ð Þ=@yi, dij is the Kronecker d symbol, ni is the direc-
tion cosine of the normal at y, and nkðxÞ is a unit vector at field point x.

When S� is collapsed onto Sþð¼ SÞ to form a one surface model for the crack (Fig. 1), the displacement integral (4) is
reduced to the following equation [36,66]:
uiðxÞ ¼
Z
S
½Uijðx; yÞRtjðyÞ � Tijðx; yÞDujðyÞ�dSðyÞ; 8x 2 V ; ð10Þ
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and the stress or traction integral (5) is reduced to the following equation [29,31–34,36,37]:
rijðxÞnjðxÞ ¼
Z
S
½Kijðx; yÞRtjðyÞ � Hijðx; yÞDujðyÞ�dSðyÞ; 8x 2 V ; ð11Þ
where Dui ¼ uijSþ � uijS� , Rui ¼ uijSþ þ uijS� , Dti ¼ tijSþ � tijS� , and Rti ¼ tijSþ þ tijS� . Assuming that the load on the crack sur-
face is in equilibrium (such as a pressure load), including the traction free case, we have
Rti ¼ tijSþ þ tijS� ¼ 0: ð12Þ
Thus displacement integral (10) is further reduced to:
uiðxÞ ¼ �
Z
S
Tijðx; yÞDujðyÞdSðyÞ; 8x 2 V ; ð13Þ
and the stress or traction integral (11) is further reduced to:
rijðxÞnjðxÞ ¼ �
Z
S
Hijðx; yÞDujðyÞdSðyÞ; 8x 2 V : ð14Þ
It is clear that both the displacement and stress fields inside the elastic medium are solely determined by the displace-
ment discontinuity across the crack surfaces. In the BEM, the BIEs based on Eqs. (13) and (14) are derived by letting the
source point x approach the boundary S.

We now show that the discretized form of Eq. (13) gives exactly the same results for the displacement field as given by
the DDM equations in (1). First, Eq. (13) can be discretized as follows, using the concept of constant boundary elements
[29,49,63–65]:
uiðxÞ ¼ �
X
e

Z
Ae

Tijðx; yÞdAðyÞDuj; ð15Þ
where Ae is the area of a typical element on which the displacement discontinuity Duj is assumed to be constant, and the
summation is over all the elements used to discretize the crack surface S. Next, we note that the kernel Tij in Eq. (7) can
be rewritten in the following form:
Tijðx; yÞ ¼ � 1
8pð1� mÞ r;ijknk � 2m

1
r

� �
;i

nj � 2ð1� mÞ dij
1
r

� �
;k

nk þ 1
r

� �
;j

ni

" #( )
; ð16Þ
and the following results:
r;i ¼ yi�xi
r ; r;ij ¼ 1

r ðdij � r;ir;jÞ; r;ijk ¼ 1
r2 ð3r;ir;jr;k � dijr;k � djkr;i � dikr;jÞ;

r;ijkl ¼ 1
r3 �15r;ir;jr;kr;l þ 3ðr;ir;jdkl þ r;ir;kdjl þ r;jr;kdil þ r;ir;ldjk þ r;jr;ldik þ r;kr;ldijÞ � dijdkl � dikdjl � djkdil
� 	

;
1
r

� 

;i ¼ � 1

r2 r;i;
1
r

� 

;ij ¼ 1

r3 ð3r;ir;j � dijÞ; 1
r

� 

;ijk ¼ 3

r4 ð�5r;ir;jr;k þ dijr;k þ djkr;i þ dikr;jÞ;

8>><
>>: ð17Þ
where ðÞ;i ¼ @ð Þ=@yi ¼ �@ðÞ=@xi. In the local coordinate system 0123 in Fig. 1, normal n(y) is in the same direction as z-axis,
that is, nkðyÞ ¼ d3k. Thus, in this special case, Tij in Eq. (16) is further reduced to
Tijðx; yÞ ¼ � 1
8pð1� mÞ r;3ij � 2md3j

1
r

� �
;i
� 2ð1� mÞ dij

1
r

� �
;3
þ d3i

1
r

� �
;j

" #( )
: ð18Þ
Substituting this into Eq. (15) and applying results in Eqs. (3) and (17), we obtain
uiðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1� mÞ

X
e

Z
Ae

r;3ijdAþ 2md3jIi þ 2ð1� mÞðdijI3 þ d3iIjÞ
� �

Duj

¼ 1
8pð1� mÞ

X
e

Z
Ae

1
r2

ð3r;ir;jr;3 � dijr;3 � d3jr;i � d3ir;jÞ
� �

dADuj þ 2mIiDu3 þ 2ð1� mÞðI3Dui þ d3iIjDujÞ
� �

¼ 1
8pð1� mÞ

X
e

Z
Ae

1
r3

ð3r;ir;j � dijÞðrr;3Þ �
1
r2

ðr;id3j þ r;jd3iÞ
� �

dADuj þ 2mIiDu3 þ 2ð1� mÞðI3Dui þ d3iIjDujÞ
� �

¼ 1
8pð1� mÞ

X
e

ðIijð�zÞ � ðd3jIi þ d3iIjÞÞDuj þ 2mIiDu3 þ 2ð1� mÞðI3Dui þ d3iIjDujÞ
� 	

;

that is,
uiðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1� mÞ

X
e

2ð1� mÞI3Di þ ½ð1� 2mÞd3iIj � zIij�Dj � ð1� 2mÞIiD3
 �

: ð19Þ
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where Di ¼ Dui (the displacement discontinuity). This is a compact and general expression for the displacement field based
on the representation integral when constant elements are used. Letting i = 1, 2, 3 in Eq. (19), we obtain the following expres-
sions for the three displacement components, respectively:
u1ðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1�mÞ

X
e

½2ð1� mÞI3 � zI11�D1 � zI12D2 � ½ð1� 2mÞI1 þ zI13�D3f g;

u2ðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1�mÞ

X
e

�zI12D1 þ ½2ð1� mÞI3 � zI22�D2 � ½ð1� 2mÞI2 þ zI23�D3f g;

u3ðxÞ ¼ 1
8pð1�mÞ

X
e

½ð1� 2mÞI1 � zI13�D1 þ ½ð1� 2mÞI2 � zI23�D2 þ ½2ð1� mÞI3 � zI33�D3f g:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð20Þ
These are exactly the same results as the displacement components given by the DDM equations in (1) when they are
summed over all the small contributing areas over the crack surface. That is, Eq. (19) from the BEM is identical to equations
in Eq. (1).

To show that the stress field given by representation integral (14) is the same as that given by the DDM equations in (2),
we first note that the Hij kernel given in Eq. (9) can be rewritten as follows:
Hijðx;yÞ ¼ l
4pð1�mÞ r;ijklnl �2m

1
r

� �
;ik
nj þ 1

r

� �
;jl
nldik

" #
�ð1�mÞ 1

r

� �
;ij
nk þ 1

r

� �
;jk
ni þ 1

r

� �
;kl
nldij þ 1

r

� �
;il
nldjk

" #( )
nkðxÞ;

ð21Þ

in which the derivatives of r and its inverse are given in Eq. (17). In the local coordinate system (Fig. 1), we have ni ¼ d3i.
Replacing all the normal components within the curly bracket in the above equation with ni ¼ d3i, we have
Hijðx; yÞ ¼ l
4pð1� mÞ r;3ijk � 2m

1
r

� �
;ik
d3j þ 1

r

� �
;3j
dik

" #
� ð1� mÞ 1

r

� �
;ij
d3k þ 1

r

� �
;jk
d3i þ 1

r

� �
;3k
dij þ 1

r

� �
;3i
djk

" #( )
nkðxÞ;

ð22Þ

Thus, the discretized equation of the stress integral (14) can be written as:
rijnjðxÞ ¼ � l
4pð1� mÞ

X
e

Z
Ae

r;3ijk � 2m
1
r

� �
;ik
d3j þ 1

r

� �
;3j
dik

" #(

� 1� mÞ 1
r

� �
;ij

d3k þ 1
r

� �
;jk

d3i þ 1
r

� �
;3k
dij þ 1

r

� �
;3i
djk

" # )
dAnkðxÞDuj:
Applying the notations in Eq. (3) and relations in Eq. (17), we obtain
rijnjðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1� mÞ

X
e

�zIijk � mðd3iIjk þ d3kIijÞ � ð1� 2mÞd3jIik þ 2mdikI3j þ ð1� mÞðdijI3k þ djkI3iÞ
� 	

nkðxÞDj; ð23Þ
in which Dj ¼ Duj has been applied. This is the equation for stress or traction at x on a plane with normal njðxÞ (Fig. 1). To
obtain the stress components at x in all three coordinate directions, let njðxÞ ¼ dmj; nkðxÞ ¼ dmk, withm = 1, 2, 3 (representing
the three coordinate direction), respectively. Then, equation (23) yields the following expression for the general stress
components:
rijðxÞ ¼ l
4pð1� mÞ

X
e

�zIijk � mðd3iIjk þ d3jIikÞ � ð1� 2mÞd3kIij þ 2mdijI3k þ ð1� mÞðdikI3j þ djkI3iÞ
� 	

Dk; ð24Þ
after changing the free and dummy indices. Similar to the expression for displacement, this compact expression for stress
can be shown to give exactly the same six expressions for all the stress components as those in Eq. (2) for the DDM when
the contributions from all small areas are added up.

Therefore, the equivalence of the DDM and BEM for solving 3-D crack problems has been established explicitly here using
the representation integrals for the displacement and stress fields which are discretized with constant elements.

3. Analytical integration results for the 3-D DDM and BEM

The analytical integration results for all the integrals defined in Eq. (3) and used in DDM Eqs. (1) and (2) are given by
Kuriyama, et al. in Ref. [6]. The expressions are very lengthy, especially for those for the derivatives of function I. It was
pointed out that the expressions given in Ref. [6] can yield infinite values in calculation when the field point x is located
on any extension line of an edge of the triangular element on which integration is performed [12]. Therefore, numerical inte-
gration schemes are still applied in some cases in order to avoid this instability problem in the work in Ref. [12]. These
approaches seem to be not very efficient as the analytical expressions in Ref. [6] are very lengthy, or may not be accurate
if numerical integration is still used for some of the integrals as in Ref. [12].
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Since we have proved the equivalence of the 3-D DDM and BEM equations, the analytical integration results in the BEM
can be applied directly to the 3-D DDM case. In the BEM, instead of integrating the I function and its derivatives in Eq. (3) one
by one directly, the kernel functions (U, T, K, and H) are integrated analytically on each element. Because the kernel functions
are combinations of the I function and its derivatives as shown earlier, the analytical integration results in the BEM are more
compact compared to those for the DDM [6]. This can render better computational efficiency when the BEM analytical inte-
gration results are applied. In addition, the infinite value problem in the DDM integration results as mentioned in Ref. [12]
are not present for those integration results in the BEM. Thus, the analytical integration results in the BEM are also more
robust. No numerical integration is needed at all in the BEMwhen constant elements are used. Complete results of analytical
integration results in the 3-D BEM on triangular and quadrilateral constant and linear elements, and special cases of quad-
ratic elements, can be found in, e.g., Refs. [38,43–45,67–70] and the references therein.

The 3-D BEM analytical integration results mentioned above can be applied to the 3-D DDM directly to improve its effi-
ciency and accuracy. For constant elements in either triangular or quadrilateral shapes, we apply the analytical integration
results reported by Fukui in Ref. [38] in our BEM code. The analytical integration formulas in Ref. [38] are straightforward,
compact, numerically stable and efficient in computing, especially in solving large-scale 3-D elastostatic problems [39–
41,49,71,72].

4. Numerical examples

The BEM with constant elements has been considered not adequate for solving stress concentration and singularity prob-
lems, due to the piecewise constant displacement and traction fields assumed on the boundary. On the other hand, the DDM
has been used for decades in solving crack related problems with reasonable results. Due to the connection of the BEM and
DDM, the use of constant elements in the BEM need to be reevaluated. In this section, we will show that good BEM (or DDM)
results for modeling 3-D problems can be obtained with constant elements if the analytical integration results are applied
and finer meshes are used in the discretization. Other examples of using constant elements in the BEM can be found in Refs.
[39–42,49,71–73].

Two examples are given in the following to show the effectiveness of the BEM with constant triangular elements in solv-
ing a 3-D stress concentration problem and a crack problem. The analytical integration formulas in Ref. [38] are used for all
integrals in the BIEs.

4.1. The spherical void problem

The stress concentration problem of a spherical void in an infinite 3-D elastic domain is analyzed by the BEM. The void is
centered at the origin and has a radius a. The void surface is traction free and a remote uniform stress r1 is applied in the z-
direction. The analytical solution of the maximum radial displacement on the void surface is given by (e.g., [74]):
umax ¼ u3ð0;0; aÞ ¼ 3r1a
2E

ð1� mÞð9þ 5mÞ
ð7� 5mÞ ; ð25Þ
where E is Young’s modulus. The analytical solution of the maximum hoop stress is given by [75]:
rmax ¼ r33ðx; y;0Þ ¼ 27� 15m
2ð7� 5mÞr1: ð26Þ
Fig. 2. Two BEM models used for modeling the spherical void with the number of elements M = 768 (left) and M = 6912 (right).
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The displacement BIE (CBIE) and the so called dual BIE (a linear combination of the displacement BIE and the traction BIE)
are used in the BEM solutions. The traction BIE cannot be applied alone to solve this type of problems since it has nonunique
displacement solutions on the surfaces of a void [76]. The constants used for this example are: Young’s modulus E = 1, Pois-
son’s ratio m = 0.3, radius a = 1, and remote stress r1 ¼ 1. Five BEM models with the total number of elements (M) = 768,
1728, 3072, 4800, and 6912 are used in the computation. Two BEM models used are shown in Fig. 2.

Contour plots of the displacement u3 and stress r33 for the finest mesh (M = 6912) are shown in Fig. 3. Tables 1 and 2
summarize the results of the maximum radial displacement and hoop stress, respectively. It is shown in Table 1 that the
displacement results converge to the exact solution very quickly and monotonically, with the CBIE providing slightly better
results than the dual BIE. Both the CBIE and dual BIE displacement results with the finest mesh (M = 6912) have an error
within 0.5%. The stress results in Table 2 converge to the exact solution slower than the displacement results, with the CBIE
giving better results than the dual BIE. The CBIE stress results converge to within 0.5% of error, while the dual BIE stress
results converge to 1.55% of error.

This example shows that with sufficiently fine mesh, the BEM with constant elements (or the DDM) can provide suffi-
ciently accurate results in solving stress concentration problems. Another example of a spherical rigid inclusion in an infinite
elastic medium solved by using the BEM with constant elements was reported in [72] where similarly accurate results were
obtained.

4.2. The penny-shaped crack problem

A penny-shaped crack in an infinite 3-D elastic medium is considered next. The crack has a radius a and lies in the oxy
plane. A remote load r1 is applied in the z direction. The analytical solution of the crack opening displacement (COD) is given
by [77]:
COD ¼ 2wðx; y;0Þ ¼ 4ð1� mÞr1
pl

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2 � y2

p
: ð27Þ
The analytical solution of the stress intensity factor (SIF) is given by [78]:
KI ¼ 2
pr1

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa

p
: ð28Þ
To determine the SIF using the BEM, the following relation is applied [78]:
KI ¼ l
4ð1� mÞCTOD

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
r

r
; ð29Þ
where r is the distance from the crack front to the point of evaluation, CTOD is the crack-tip opening displacement at the
point of evaluation. In this study, this formula is applied at one point (on the first layer of elements from the crack front).
Traction BIE (5) (with x on the crack surface) is used in this case, which yields the COD directly after the solution.

The material constants for the infinite medium used are: Young’s modulus E = 1, and Poisson’s ratio m = 0.25. The crack is
modeled with one surface that is discretized using seven meshes with the number of elements M = 96, 384, 864, 1536, 2400,
3456, and 4704, respectively. Two meshes (M = 96 and 2400) are shown in Fig. 4. The contour plots of the computed COD
over the crack surface and SIF along the crack front line are shown in Fig. 5 for the mesh with M = 2400. The COD results
along the positive x-axis is shown in Fig. 6 and good agreement between the BEM results and the analytical solution is
Fig. 3. Contour plots of the displacement u3 (left) and stress r33 (right) for the BEM model with M = 6912 and solved with the CBIE.



Table 1
Results of maximum radial displacement.

Max. displacement (�r1a/E) Relative error

No. of elements CBIE Dual BIE CBIE (%) Dual BIE (%)

768 1.98165 1.97127 1.14 1.66
1728 1.99338 1.98654 0.56 0.90
3072 1.99771 1.99268 0.34 0.59
4800 1.99982 1.99586 0.24 0.43
6912 2.00102 1.99776 0.18 0.34

Analytical solution 2.00455 –

Table 2
Results of maximum hoop stress.

Max. hoop stress (�r1) Relative error

No. of elements CBIE Dual BIE CBIE (%) Dual BIE (%)

768 1.98758 2.05807 2.83 0.62
1728 2.01710 2.07770 1.39 1.58
3072 2.02794 2.08019 0.86 1.70
4800 2.03320 2.07912 0.60 1.65
6912 2.03621 2.07723 0.45 1.55

Analytical solution 2.04545 –

Fig. 4. Two BEM models used for modeling the penny-shaped crack with the number of elements M = 96 (left) and M = 2400 (right).

Fig. 5. Contour plots of the crack opening displacement (left) and stress intensity factor along the crack front (right) using the BEM model with M = 2400.
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observed. Results of the normalized SIF values (KI=½2r1
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa

p
=p�) at location (a,0,0) and for different BEM models are shown

in Fig. 7. Again, good agreement between the BEM and analytical solutions are observed. The SIF results converge to within
2% of the analytical solution very quickly (at M = 864) and then improve very slowly afterwards. The BEM result with the
finest mesh (M = 4704) still has a relative error of 1.66%. Considering the fact that constant elements are used here and
no special treatment of the crack tip singularity (e.g., using quarter-point elements or crack edge elements [10]) is applied,
the SIF results obtained are quite satisfactory.

This example shows that the BEM with constant elements can be applied to solve 3-D crack problems with satisfactory
results, as have been done in the DDM research for decades. Better BEM/DDM results can be obtained if the analytical inte-
gration results are applied to compute all the integrals and fine meshes are used in the discretization.
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5. Discussions

In this paper, the equivalence of the DDM equations and those from the BEMwith constant elements for solving 3-D crack
problems is established explicitly based on discretizing the displacement and traction BIEs. Therefore, the DDM and BEM are
the same numerical method for solving the crack problems. More compact equations in tensor notations of the DDM equa-
tions are also found through these derivations (Eqs. (19) and (24)).

The DDM equations are discretized equations from the beginning and are formulated in local coordinate systems on the
flat elements. Additional transformations are needed to apply the DDM to model cracks with curved surfaces or cracks in
different orientations. On the other hand, the BEM is established based on the BIEs and is applicable to more general settings,
regarding the crack geometries, orientations and the boundary conditions. Therefore, it might be advantageous to apply the
BIE in formulating the numerical method (either DDM or BEM) directly, and also apply all the available results in the BEM
research on the analytical integration and fast solution methods.

This equivalence or connection of the DDM and BEM suggests that the BEM based on the traction BIE has been applied in
solving crack problems for four decades (since 1976 [1]), albeit in the name of the DDM. This is about one decade earlier than
the commonly acknowledged time when the BEM using traction BIE was first introduced in solving crack problems. The
equivalence of the DDM and BEM also indicates that the BEM with constant elements can be applied to solve crack problems
successfully. The examples given in this paper using analytical integration and refined mesh further support this assertion.
On the other hand, large-scale BEM models of cracks can be solved more efficiently if constant elements are used for which
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analytical integration results are available, especially when the fast solution methods (FMM and ACA) are used. With the
help of the fast solution methods for the BEM or DDM, the use of large numbers of elements in modeling crack problems
should no longer be a barrier for the two methods. Large-scale BEM models with a few million elements can now be solved
routinely on current desktop workstations [56].

Research on the BEM or DDMwith constant elements and accelerated by the FMM and ACA for solving large-scale general
3-D crack problems is underway and will be reported in subsequent papers.
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